Are there subtypes of suicidal schizophrenia? A prospective study.
Tragically, suicide is not uncommon in schizophrenia. The principal objective of this study was to examine possible subtypes of suicidal schizophrenic patients and identify their clinical and psychopathological profiles at long-term follow-up. The study involved 62 patients diagnosed with schizophrenia according to ICD-10 criteria, who were consecutively admitted following a suicide attempt. Of these subjects, 47 (75.8%) could be re-evaluated after 1 year. Sociodemographic, general clinical, and psychopathological variables were evaluated. Two predominant subgroups were identified according to suicidal motivation: psychotic motivation and depressive motivation. At re-evaluation after 1 year, the depressive motivation subgroup showed higher depression and hopelessness scores. This subgroup also had greater educational level, age, and duration of illness, and more frequent existence of previous suicide attempts compared to the psychotic motivation subgroup. Of note in the psychotic motivation subgroup was the presence of hopelessness. The variables of educational level, duration of illness, and previous suicide attempts were the ones that best distinguished these subgroups. These findings reinforce the notion that meaningful subgroups occur among suicidal schizophrenic patients. The different psychopathological profiles of the two prominent subgroups suggest the need for a different management approach in each case. The identification of these profiles in both subtypes at long-term follow-up may facilitate their detection by clinicians and, therefore, foster the adoption of appropriate preventive measures against subsequent suicidal behavior.